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Abstract
The current issues of patient adherence and how to diagnose adherence at the primary health care level are relevant. One of the simplest, 

easiest, and most cost-effective ways to assess adherence is to administer patient surveys using questionnaires. The identification of factors 
associated with adherence will justify the implementation of a number of interventions to improve the effectiveness of patient care. reduce cases 
of exacerbations, and rehospitalization rates, and reduce treatment costs. 

The purpose of the study: is to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of different tools in the assessment of adherence to 
medication therapy.

Methodology: The study used evidence-based data mining methods. 210 publications were found using keywords and clinical outcomes 
according to PICO in the international databases PubMed / Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Google Scholar. The 
application of PRISMA and inclusion/exclusion criteria made it possible to select the most relevant sources (20 publications).

Conclusions are drawn from the review: the Morisky scale (MMAS-8) is the most qualitative, simple, and widely used questionnaire. 
MMAS-8 has been used in more than 200 international studies in the last 9 years. The Self-Effectiveness Scale and the Short Drug Questionnaire 
are preferred for scientific research, as the interpretation of the results is not very convenient to use in outpatient settings due to the difficulty of 
scoring, given the limited time to the doctor and patient. The Medication Adherence Reporting Scale is recommended in preference to patients 
with psychiatric illness. The Medication Replenishment and Adherence Questionnaire has some limitations and isn’t very reliable given the study 
in which it was used. The Hill-Bone score requires further testing. Unfortunately, there is no "gold standard" for assessing adherence to therapy, 
but the Morisky scale (MMAS-8) is closer to it. 
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 Introduction
The problem of adherence has been officially 

recognized by the World Health Organization 
(hereinafter referred to as WHO) since 2003 and has 
defined adherence as: "the degree of compliance of 
a person's behavior regarding taking medications, 
dieting and / or other lifestyle changes with the 
recommendations of a health professional" [1]. A low 
level of medications adherence reduces the effectiveness 
of pharmacotherapy and is considered an important 
obstacle to achieving better patient outcomes [2-4]. In 
a WHO report, low medications adherence was called 
"a worldwide problem of astonishing magnitude" 
[1]. In itself, the phenomenon of low adherence is a 
problem that should be considered as “diagnosable and 
treatable” [5]. This problem is of global importance, 
especially in wealthier countries where health care 
systems are already at a fairly high level, and further 
improvement in the effectiveness of pharmacotherapy 
may largely depend on increasing the level of patient 
adherence [6]. However, at present, various strategies 
for identifying low adherence and improving it are 
rarely used in the routine clinical practice.

Despite the availability of effective and 
safe medications dispensed in primary health care 

(PHC), in a certain part of patients, the disease is 
not adequately controlled. One of the main reasons 
is the lack of adherence of patients to treatment. 
The probability of control of the condition directly 
depends on the regularity of taking the medicines by 
the patient. Adherence to treatment or compliance is 
the degree to which a patient's behavior conforms to 
recommendations, it includes not only medication 
therapy received from a doctor [1]. Unfortunately, 
numerous studies in different countries of the world 
indicate that currently there is a serious problem, 
which is the lack of adherence of patients to treatment, 
due to reasons related to the patient, the doctor, the 
relationship between them, socio-economic factors, the 
characteristics of the disease. Non-adherence can have 
serious consequences for society, and many clinicians 
are not trained in screening for non-adherence. Since 
treatment adherence is a complex multifactorial 
behavior, it is important to provide an accurate and 
practical tool for assessing treatment adherence in 
routine medical practice.

The purpose of this review: to analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages of different tools in the 
assessment of adherence to medication therapy.

 Methodology
The study used evidence-based data mining 

methods. 210 publications were found using keywords 
and clinical outcomes according to PICO in the 
international databases PubMed / Medline, Cochrane 

Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Google 
Scholar. The application of PRISMA and inclusion/
exclusion criteria made it possible to select the most 
relevant sources (20 publications).

 The Main part
WHO has classified the potential causes of 

inadequate medicines   intake into 5 main groups 
(Table 1) [1, 7].

Table 1 - Classification of factors of inadequate intake of medicines

The presence of chronic diseases that are 
asymptomatic and require long-term therapy does not 
motivate the patient to permanent treatment. The 
complexity of the medication dosing regimen and the 
development of adverse reactions also negatively affect 
adherence. It has been shown that an increase in the 
frequency of medicine dosing is inversely proportional 
to the adherence to the prescribed pharmacotherapy 
[8]. Among the factors of the patient, first of all, 
the following were identified: young age, cognitive 

impairment, and mental disorders. Socioeconomic 
factors such as low social status, low educational 
attainment, and poor medical literacy among patients 
are also often associated with non-adherence. It has 
also been found that patients generally adhere more 
closely to the medication regimen for 5 days before and 
after visiting the doctor, compared to the period 30 days 
after the visit - this phenomenon is known as “white 
coat adherence” [9, 10]. 

Factors of Low Adherence

Socio-economic factors 1. low literacy;
2. high medications costs;

3. weak social support

Health system factors 
1. difficult access to health services;

2. insufficient communication between the health worker and the 
patient;

3. lack of continuity of care.

Factors associated with the nature of the disease 1. asymptomatic chronic disease (no clinical manifestations);
2. mental health disorders (e.g. depression).

Therapy-related factor 1. the complexity of the dosing regimen;
2. undesirable reactions.

Patient related factors
1. physical impairments (such as problems with vision or 

coordination);
cognitive impairment;
2. mental disorders;

3. age.
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Increasing adherence to therapy, according to 
WHO experts, is the most promising way to influence 
the health of the population, surpassing in its 

significance the activities to create and develop new 
effective methods of treatment [11].

 Methods for assessing medication adherence
Methods for diagnosing adherence are divided 

into: 1) direct methods (directly observed therapy, 
measuring the concentration of a medication or its 
metabolite in the blood or urine, measuring the 
concentration of "biological markers" in the blood); 
and 2) indirect methods (include asking the patient 
about adherence to the prescribed therapy, assessing 
the clinical response (blood pressure level during 
antihypertensive therapy, cholesterol, and low-density 

lipoprotein levels during lipid-lowering treatment, 
heart rate when taking beta-blockers, etc. ), count 
pills, set the frequency of re-prescribing, conduct 
patient surveys, keep a diary of medication intake, and 
assess children's adherence to treatment by asking for 
help from a nurse, school nurse or teacher, electronic 
monitoring [12]. The classification is clearly shown in 
Fig.1.

Figure 1 - Classification of adherence assessment methods

Direct methods for diagnosing adherence are 
more accurate than indirect methods, but unlike 
indirect methods for assessing road adherence, they 
are burdensome, time-consuming, rather inconvenient, 
and not suitable for use in PHC. In addition, due to a 
number of ethical and legal issues, direct methods are 
applicable, mainly, only within the framework of clinical 
trials, in which the consent of the patient is obtained 
for the collection of biological material from him and 
other procedures. From this, we can conclude that in 
the context of PHC, indirect methods for diagnosing 
adherence are much more promising and convenient. 
Indirect methods are relatively easy to use, but raise 
questions, can be subject to patient bias, and tend to 
result in clinicians overestimating patient adherence.

Indirect methods for diagnosing adherence in a 
doctor's practice:

One of the most convenient, frequently used 
methods for assessing adherence in PHC is the 
questioning of patients using various questionnaires. 
According to a systematic review of scales for diagnosing 
adherence, there are about 43 questionnaires translated 
into English to assess patient adherence to treatment 
[13]. The authors divided these questionnaires into 5 
groups:

1) determining only behavioral reactions in 
relation to taking medications;

2) evaluating behavioral responses and barriers 
to high adherence;

3) identifying barriers to adherence;

4) diagnostic factors that increase adherence to 
medication therapy (patient's beliefs);

5) factors that increase adherence and barriers 
that violate adherence to medical recommendations 
[13].

Table 2 lists the main representatives of each 
group, as well as the types of patient populations in 
which large validation studies of the relevant scales 
were conducted [13].

When choosing a questionnaire for diagnosing 
adherence to treatment, preference should be given 
to questionnaires with a small number of questions, 
indicators of internal consistency, reliability, sensitivity, 
and specificity, taking into account patients with 
which diseases the test was validated, whether the 
test diagnoses self-efficacy, whether factors (barriers) 
determine non-adherence whether the level of literacy 
of the test persons are taken into account. There is no 
unambiguous “gold standard” when choosing a scale for 
measuring adherence. However, the closest to the “gold 
standard” is the Morisky-Green Medication Adherence 
Scale (MMAS) [14].
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Table 2 - Classification of medication adherence scales

IHD - Ischemic heart disease, CHF - Chronic heart failure, HTN - hypertension, BA - bronchial asthma

 Morisky Medication Adherence Scale
A widely used test for diagnosing patient 

adherence to treatment due to simplicity and 
versatility is the 4-item Morisky-Green Medication 
Adherence Scale - MMAS-4 (4-item Morisky Medication 
Adherence Scale), which includes 4 questions to which 
answers are provided “yes” or “no”, and is aimed 
primarily at identifying non-adherence associated with 
inattention, forgetfulness, the manifestation of side 
effects of medicines, or vice versa, their pronounced 
effectiveness [15]. It is known that this scale was 
originally developed and was validated for patients 
with arterial hypertension, and later it was validated 
in other populations, primarily in chronic heart failure 
(CHF), type 2 diabetes, depression, dyslipidemia, etc. 
However, sensitivity and specificity, as well as the 
internal consistency indicator of the test - Cronbach's 
alpha, — are small and, according to the data indicated 
by the authors, are 44% and 47%, respectively, and 
Cronbach's alpha is 0.61 [16]. In 2008, an 8-question 
version of the scale, MMAS-8 (8-item Morisky 
Medication Adherence Scale), was developed and 
improved. The MMAS-8 scale showed higher validation 
rates: reliability α = 0.83, patient response rate 98%, 
sensitivity 0.93, specificity 0.53, and also retained a 

high correlation with the validation criteria [17]. The 
interpretation of the results of this test was carried 
out as follows. 1 point was awarded for each negative 
answer, with the exception of the question about taking 
all medicines the day before. For a positive answer to 
this question, 1 point was awarded. In the question of 
difficulty remembering the need to take all prescribed 
medications daily, with ranked answers, only 1 point is 
awarded for the answer “never”. Patients who scored 8 
points were considered highly adherent, patients who 
scored 6–7 points (at risk) were considered moderately 
adherent, and those who scored 5 or fewer points were 
considered poorly adherent. The MMAS-8 scale has 
been translated into other languages (according to the 
authors, into 80 languages of the world) and validated 
in patients with nosology not only like hypertension, 
but these are: osteoporosis, gouty arthritis, type 2 
diabetes, bronchial asthma, CHF, mental illness, etc. 
[17, 18].

From 2009 to 2017 MMAS-8 has been used in 
more than 200 studies [19]. In particular, MMAS-8 was 
used in 12 randomized clinical trials on acute coronary 
syndrome [20, 21], diabetes [22–26], hypertension [27, 
28], chronic heart failure [29, 30], and malignancy [31]. 

Group Scale name IHD CHF HTN Diabetes Dyslipidemia BA

1. Medication 
behavior

Adherence Self-Report Questionnaire + + +

Gehi et al. Adherence Question +

Medication Adherence Rating Scale-5 + +

Stages of Change for Adherence Measure +

2. Medication-
related behaviors 

and barriers

Adherence to Refills and Medications Scale +

Adherence Starts with Knowledge-12 + + +

Adherence Starts with Knowledge-20 + + +

Brief Medication Questionnaire +

Choo et al. Questionnaire +

Fodor et al. Adherence Questionnaire +

Hill-Bone Compliance Scale-10 +

Hill-Bone Compliance Scale-14 +

Morisky Medication Adherence Scale + + + + +

Reported Adherence to Medication Scale + + + + + +

Brooks Medication Adherence Scale +

The Patterns of Asthma Medication Use Questionnaire +

3. Barriers to 
adherence

Medication Adherence Reasons Scale +

Medication Adherence Questionnaire + + + +

Medication Adherence Self-Efficacy Scale +

Medication Adherence Self-Efficacy Scale-Revised +

Self-Efficacy for Appropriate Medication Use Scale + + + +

4. Factors that 
increase adherence Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire + + + + +

5. Factors that 
increase adherence 

and barriers
Maastricht Utrecht Adherence in Hypertension +
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One systematic review and meta-analysis 
selected 912 articles using the MMAS-8 questionnaire 
on adherence to antihypertensive therapy from 3 
scientific databases (PubMed = 380, Scopus = 312, and 
Google Scholar = 220) [32]. After checking abstracts 
and titles, 28 articles were selected and included in 
a systematic review [33-60], and 25 of them were 
included in a meta-analysis [33, 35-49, 51-55, 57-60]. 

This study is the largest meta-analysis involving more 
than 13,000 participants, in addition, it used the only 
validated and widely used MMAS-8 questionnaire 
[32]. In the study group of patients, an extremely high 
proportion (42.5%) of patients were found who were 
not adherent to antihypertensive therapy, and 83.7% of 
patients had uncontrolled arterial hypertension.

 SEAMS scale (The Self-Efficacy for Appropriate Medication Use Scale)
Translation of "self-efficacy" from English 

"self-efficacy", is defined as confidence in one's ability 
to perform a given task, such as taking medication, 
which is an important factor in determining adherence 
to treatment. To this end, a self-efficacy scale 
was developed to determine adherence to medical 
treatment in the treatment of chronic diseases. 
SEAMS was developed in 2007 by a multidisciplinary 
team experienced in medication compliance and 
health literacy. Its psychometric properties were 
first evaluated in a randomized clinical trial (RCT) 
among 436 patients with ischemic heart disease and 
comorbidities such as arterial hypertension, and 
diabetes, who took an average of about 9 prescription 
medicines. Reliability was assessed by measuring 
internal consistency and retest reliability. Further, the 
questionnaire was used in patients with various chronic 
diseases (hypertension, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis, 
dyslipidemia, etc.). Table. 2 belongs to the 3rd group, 
which allows for determining the adherence barriers, 
especially those related to the patient himself. There 
are 2 versions of the questionnaire: 1. the full version, 
consisting of 21 questions, and 2. the short version, 
including 13 questions [61]. For the 13-item version, 
Cronbach's alpha internal consistency coefficient (high 
reliability) was 0.89; sensitivity and specificity for 
the SEAMS scale are not given [61, 62]. Included are 
questions about taking several different medications 
every day, also more than once a day; about side effects 

or when the patient feels unwell; taking a new dose of 
medication that looks different than usual; also about 
the fact that no one reminds you of the need to take 
medicine, etc. The answer to each of the questions 
is presented in the form of a Likert scale: absolutely 
sure (definitely yes) - 3 points, somewhat confident 
(doubtful) - 2 points, not at all sure (definitely not) - 
1 point. Thus, this questionnaire makes it possible to 
quantify (in the range from 13 to 39 points) the patient's 
self-efficacy in relation to medication adherence. The 
founders of SEAMS developed a scale to assess self-
efficacy among patients with various chronic diseases 
and with different levels of literacy. The psychometric 
analysis determined that the overall scale is reliable 
and valid, having a strong correlation with self-
reported adherence to treatment. Factor analysis of the 
results revealed two aspects of medicine self-efficacy. 
The first was self-efficacy when taking medications in 
difficult circumstances, such as when patients are busy, 
away from home, or need to take multiple medications. 
The second was self-efficacy when taking medications 
in uncertain or changing circumstances, for example, 
when the patient is not sure how to take the medications 
or the regimen is changed [61]. Despite the advantages 
of the questionnaire, the interpretation of the results 
is not very convenient for use in an outpatient 
appointment due to the length and relative complexity 
of scoring. In this regard, the test is more suitable for 
scientific research than for outpatient service.

 BMQ (Brief Medication Questionnaire)
BMQ is a short medicines questionnaire that 

allows you to determine not only adherence to taking 
specific medicines but also possible reasons for non-
adherence [63]. This questionnaire allows you to assess 
not only the omissions in taking medications but also 
the excessive use of medicines, which is also considered 
unsatisfactory. The BMQ was originally developed and 
used in patients with hypertension, then validated for 
patients with type 2 diabetes, depression, and other 
chronic diseases [64]. The questionnaire is divided into 
two scales, each of which is divided into two subscales. 
The first scale concerns patients' opinions about the 
medicines they have been prescribed, while the second 
scale asks patients about their opinion in general about 
the medicines and their use. The first 5 questions are 
about medicine compliance, including both missed and 
“extra” medications; then 2 questions that determine 
the opinion of patients about the effectiveness of 

medicines and the inconvenience associated with their 
use; the next 2 questions, recognizing problems related 
to the regularity of taking medicines; and additional 
2 questions about the difficulties that the patient has 
in getting prescriptions and buying medicines on time. 
The degree of agreement for each item is indicated 
using the 5-point Linkert scale, where “1” indicates 
disagreement and “5” indicates strong agreement. 
According to the authors, the questionnaire has a 
high sensitivity for diagnosing recurring episodes of 
non-adherence, ranging from 80-100%. These data 
were confirmed by the results of measuring adherence 
using pillboxes with built-in electronic chips [65]. The 
disadvantage of this questionnaire is the difficulty in 
scoring during outpatient appointments, where time 
is limited. Therefore, the BMQ questionnaire is not 
convenient in an outpatient setting, but rather possible 
within the framework of scientific research.

 MARS (Medication Adherence Report Scale)
MARS - Medication Adherence Reporting 

Scale. Originally developed to diagnose adherence in 
people with mental illness. There are 2 versions: 10- 
and 5-question (MARS-10 and MARS-5). MARS-10 
is a 10-item scale that assesses intentional (“I avoid 
using this when I can”) and unintentional (“I forget to 
use this”) medicines cessation. MARS-5 is a modified 

shortened version of MARS-10 that offers more 
detail and differentiability between patients. For the 
first time, Cronbach's alpha for this scale in patients 
with schizophrenia was = 0.75, but in a subsequent 
validation study in patients with other mental illnesses, 
the value of the internal consistency index decreased to 
0.6 [66, 67]. The sensitivity and specificity of the test 
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are not given. Also, adherence to the MARS-5 scale was 
assessed in patients with bronchial asthma, arterial 
hypertension, and diabetes mellitus [68, 69]. MARS-
5 showed good internal consistency across all patient 
groups, with Cronbach's α at AH=0.68, BA=0.84, and 

DM=0.89 [68]. The conciseness of the test ensured 
its popularity and translation into many languages. 
Currently, the scale is recommended and widely used 
mainly in psychiatry.

 ARMS Questionnaire (Adherence to Refills and Medications Scale)
The ARMS was developed to assess medication 

adherence and replenishment in chronically ill patients. 
The ARMS score has a number of strengths as a measure 
of adherence in patients with chronic conditions. It 
has been developed and tested among patients with 
ischemic heart disease and other chronic diseases, 
including arterial hypertension, dyslipidemia, and 
diabetes. Cronbach's alpha of the test is 0.814 [70]. It 
also includes two separate subscales for factor analysis. 
The 8-item Medication Subscale assesses the patient's 
ability to self-administer prescribed medications. The 
4-item prescription refill subscale assesses a patient's 
ability to refill medications on schedule. Conceptually, 
they represent different types of medicine use problems. 
However, it is recommended that these issues be 
recorded separately so that the researcher can address 
them accordingly. It correlates well with the MMAS-8 
scale, which is probably the most commonly used for 
self-assessment of treatment adherence. In addition, 
ARMS has a stronger correlation with medicine refill 
adherence than MMAS-8, so the study authors believe 
that ARMS may be better in some respects.

The main advantage of ARMS is its suitability 
for use among semi-literate patients who appear to 

have lower levels of adherence to therapy. In addition, 
Lexile's analysis showed that the scale had difficulty 
readings below the eighth-grade level of both the Hill-
Bone scale and the Morisky compliance measure. 
Experience with ARMS assessments also indicates 
that patients of all literacy levels are able to complete 
an assessment when it is presented orally. It is 
important to note that the reliability analyzes showed 
a high consistency of responses across literacy levels. 
However, a limitation of this scale is that the tests 
were conducted at a single city hospital that caters 
predominantly to African Americans. Second, patients 
in the study took an average of six medicines, which 
may give misleading results in the group of patients 
with fewer medicines. The third limitation was the 
3-month gap between the initial and subsequent 
assessment of the scale. The authors of the study note 
that the reliability of repeat tests would be higher if the 
tests were conducted at a shorter time interval, such as 
2 weeks. However, a large time gap was needed to fit 
the overall study design. Fourth, data were collected at 
a scheduled clinic visit. Fifth, the distribution of ARMS 
scores was asymmetric, with the majority of patients 
indicating adherence to therapy.

 Hill-Bone scale
The Hill-Bone tool was based on the MMAS 

scale, but it is specific for assessing adherence to 
antihypertensive therapy, developed on the African 
continent for hypertensive patients, and therefore 
has the highest validity in assessing adherence in 
black hypertensive patients. This scale consists of 14 
questions, divided into 3 subscales, and evaluates three 
behavioral characteristics that are critical for the Hill-
Bone scale: 1) reducing sodium (salt) intake; 2) visiting 
a doctor; and 3) medication. The responses are based 
on the Linkert rating scale, with a four-point response 
format: (4) always, (3) sometimes, (2) rarely, and 
(1) never. When summarized, the total score ranges 
from 14 (minimum) to 56 (maximum). It is possible 
to use only 8 questions of the first subscale of the test 

(subscale of medication intake), containing questions 
about adherence to medication. Cronbach's alpha 
for the reduced scale was 0.68. Given the specificity 
of the Hill-Bone scale, this test is recommended for 
use mainly in patients with hypertension. The main 
limitation of this analysis is due to the characteristics 
of the study itself (survey) and the study subjects 
since the survey was conducted with a limited number 
of patients in two clinics in African Americans. The 
sensitivity and specificity of the scale as a diagnostic 
tool have not been established because the scale does 
not meet all the requirements and further testing in 
different populations are needed to cross-check the 
results of this study [71].

 Conclusions
Low adherence to treatment is common and 

contributes to significant worsening of the course of the 
disease, readmissions, death, and increased healthcare 
costs. Practitioners should always pay attention to 
poor adherence and try to increase adherence by 
emphasizing the value of the patient's treatment 
regimen, simplifying and adapting treatment regimens 
to the patient's individual condition, and lifestyle. 
A collaborative approach to treatment increases 
adherence. Patients who have difficulty maintaining 
adequate adherence need more intensive strategies 
than patients who have fewer adherence problems.

We can draw the following conclusions by 
analyzing the above data: 1. currently, there is a 
variety of questionnaires on adherence to treatment; 2. 
not all questionnaires meet all the requirements, some 
questionnaires overestimate the adherence of patients 
to treatment or do not fully diagnose non-adherence 

to therapy, often determine only a particular type of 
adherence; 3. in time-constrained practice settings, 
preference should be given to short and easy-to-
understand scales validated against known reliability 
criteria in well-executed clinical trials with a large 
sample of patients.
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көмек дәрігерінің тәжірибесінде бағалау құралдары
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Түйіндеме
Бүгінгі таңда науқастардың терапияға бейілділігін зерттеу мәселелері және оны алғашқы медициналық-санитарлық 

көмек деңгейінде диагностикалау әдістері өзекті болып табылады. Емдеуге бейілділікті бағалаудың ең қарапайым, ыңғайлы және 
арзан әдістерінің бірі - әртүрлі сауалнамалар арқылы науқастарға сауалнама жүргізу. Бейілділікке байланысты факторларды 
анықтау науқасты емдеудің тиімділігін арттыру,  декомпенсация жағдайларын төмендету, қайта ауруханаға жатқызу жиілігін 
азайту және мемлекеттік шығындарды азайту бойынша бірқатар шараларды жүзеге асыруды негіздеуге мүмкіндік береді. 

Әдістеме: зерттеуде дәлелді деректерді іздеу әдістері қолданылды. PubMed/Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled 
Trials, Google Scholar халықаралық дерекқорларында PICO сәйкес кілт сөздер мен клиникалық нәтижелерді қолдану арқылы 210 
жарияланым табылды. PRISMA және қосу/шығару критерийлерін қолдану ең өзекті дереккөздерді таңдауға мүмкіндік берді (20 
жарияланым).

Зерттеу мақсаты: дәрілік терапияны ұстану бойынша шетелдік медициналық сауалнамалардың артықшылықтары мен 
кемшіліктерін талдау.

Қорытынды. Шолуды талдай отырып, Morisky шкаласы (MMAS-8) ең сапалы, қарапайым және кеңінен қолданылатын 
сауалнама екенін анықтауға болады. MMAS-8 небәрі 9 жыл ішінде 200-ден астам шетелдік зерттеулерде қолданылды. Ғылыми 
зерттеулер үшін өзін-өзі тиімділік шкаласы мен қысқаша дәрілік сауалнамаға артықшылық беріледі, өйткені нәтижесінің 
интерпретациясы көп уақыт алады, дәрігер мен науқастың уақыты шектеулі, балл қоюдың қиындығына байланысты 
амбулаторлық қабылдауда қолдану үшін ыңғайлы емес. Дәрілерді қабылдау туралы есеп беру шкаласы әртүрлі медициналық 
жағдайлар үшін қолданылған, бірақ психиатриялық ауруы бар пациенттің бейілділігін зерттеулер үшін ұсынылады. Дәрі-дәрмекпен 
толықтыру және сақтау сауалнамасының шектеулері бар және ол қолданылған зерттеуді ескере отырып, өте сенімді емес. 
Диагностикалық құрал ретінде Hill-Bone көрсеткішінің сезімталдығы мен ерекшелігі анықталмаған және қосымша тестілеуді 
қажет етеді. Өкінішке орай, терапияның сақталуын бағалаудың «алтын стандарты» жоқ, бірақ Morisky шкаласы (MMAS-8) оған 
жақынырақ боп саналады.

Алғашқы медициналық-санитариялық көмек жағдайында сауатты орындалған клиникалық зерттеулер шеңберінде белгілі 
сенімділік критерийлерінің көмегімен анағұрлым жақсы валидацияланған қарапайым балл санау жүйесімен 10 сұрақтан аспайтын 
ықшамды шкалаларға артықшылық беру керек. Көптеген зерттеулерде дәлелденген ең сенімді, ақпараттық және жоғары дәлелді 
сауалнама ММАЅ-8 шкаласы деп санауға болады.

Түйін сөздер: бейілділік, диагностикалау әдістері, шкалалар, сауалнамалар, алғашқы медициналық-санитарлық көмек.

Инструменты оценки приверженности пациентов к лечению в научных исследованиях и практике 
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Резюме
На сегодняшний день актуальны проблемы изучения приверженности к терапии пациентов и методы ее диагностики на 

уровне первичной медико-санитарной помощи. Наиболее простым, удобным и малозатратным способом оценки приверженности к 
лечению является анкетирование пациентов с помощью опросников. Выявление факторов, ассоциированных с приверженностью, 
позволит обосновать выполнение ряда мероприятий для повышения эффективности лечения пациентов, снизит случаи 
декомпенсации состояния, частоту повторной госпитализации и уменьшит затраты государства. 

Методология: в исследовании использована стратегия поиска данных с помощью ключевых слов и клинических исходов 
согласно клиническому вопросу PICO в международных базах данных PubMed/ Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, 
Google Scholar, было идентифицировано 210 публикаций. Применение PRISMA и критериев включения/исключения позволило 
отобрать наиболее релевантные источники (20 публикаций). 

Цель исследования: проанализировать преимущества и недостатки инструментов оценки приверженности к 
лекарственной терапии.

Выводы: наиболее качественным, простым и широко используемым опросником является шкала Morisky (MMAS-8). MMAS-8 
использовался более чем в 200 зарубежных исследованиях только за 9 лет. Шкала самоэффективности и краткий лекарственный 
опросник предпочтительнее для научных исследований, так как интерпретация результатов не очень удобны для применения на 
амбулаторном приеме из-за сложности подсчета баллов, учитывая ограниченное время врача и пациента. Шкала репортирования 
приверженности к лекарственной терапии использовалась при различных нозологиях, но рекомендуется предпочтительнее у 
пациентов с психическими заболеваниями. Опросник восполнения лекарств и приверженности имеет некоторые ограничения и 
недостаточно надежен, учитывая исследование, в котором оно применялось. Чувствительность и специфичность шкалы Hill-
Bone как диагностического инструмента не установлены, требует дальнейшего тестирования. К сожалению, нет «золотого 
стандарта» по оценке приверженности к терапии, но более приближенным к нему является шкала Morisky (MMAS-8). 

В условиях первичной медико-санитарной помощи следует отдавать предпочтение шкалам, валидированным в рамках 
качественно выполненных клинических исследований, включающим не более 10 вопросов, с легким подсчетом баллов. Наиболее 
надежным, информативным и с высоким уровнем доказательности, проверенным на многочисленных исследованиях опросником, 
можно считать шкалу ММАS-8.

Ключевые слова: приверженность, методы диагностики, шкалы, опросники, первичная медико-санитарная помощь.


